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BLAIR:
Options in
and ideas in education,
of government prograMs.
ucation John Merrow and
"Can you Get There From

Education is a news magazine about all the issues
from the abc's of pre-school to the alphabet soup
I'm Wendy Blair, and this week on Options in EdI continue a four-part series on schooling and jobs:
Here?"

On
Let's take a quick look at where we have been in this series so far.
the first program James O'Toole, of the Center for the Study of the Future,
described the millions of Americans who are over-educated, underemployed,
and frustrated because they are finding that a college degree is no guarantee of either a job or job satisfaction. He argues that while unrealistic expectations neea to be curbed, the jobs that have to be done can also
be changed. On program two anthropologist Elliot Leibow spoke up for those
who are not college bound, pointed to the social waste of unemployment and
called for a national policy of full employment.
MERROW: This week and next we'll focus a little more sharply on the
schools themselves, especially on the question of career preparations.
Should the schools be training young people to do certain kinds of work?
And if so, which people get trained for which jobs?

Schools shape people's attitudes about work. Basically
HARWOOD:
'the attitude is that you have it ml4de if you don't have to work and you
have lots of material possessions and money to throw around. And being
able to do something useful is a valuable thing which our schools don't
particularly harp on, don't even ever mention and in fact fight against.
Anyway, what I am thinking is that a lot of people who are doing work in
America realize that what they are doing isn't important and a lot of people
who are going to schoci realize that what they do in the future -- what
they are looking for Ls not a job, but a hussle. They are not looking for
It
work: they are looking for a way to make money and not have to work.
And what I'm saying is that schools and
is a different thingcthan work.
the general society values, which the schools only reflect, have a lot
to do with why people are looking for hussle rather than work.
That is William Harwood of the New Schools Exchange, a clearBLAIR:
ing house for ideas and information about alternative education. Our
format continues an.experiment we began last week. We asked Bill Harwood
to listen and then react to a series of interviews which John taped with
workers in a small Ohio town. The first voice you'll hear is that of a
young motel clerk who has discovered that after checking people in and out,
and dusting the lobby, she has an awful lot of time on her hands.
.

There's some days it is, you know, super boring. But you
This gives you a lot
have to make the best of it. You have to be here.
I'd rather stay here
of time for yourself, you know. I like it, you know.
than to go look for something else that paid more.
MERROW:

Do you demand something from a job?

I wouldn't want to
I guess just to be treated like people.
One
day
is
bad
enough
if you have
be stepped on all the time around here.
a grouchy customer. I wouldn't want it everyday, though. You can't say
You
what you think, you know, or it wouldn't look too good on the place.
smile and grit your teeth, you know.
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mERRow:
working?

When you were in school, did you thiri, tha'- "nn

GPe, that's hard to say because I was nlarninq nn hninq
married anyway.
I don't know. The first job I had befrre- I was married
and then I just had to quit it because we moved, so I didn't have 7uch
choice than to change jobs.
But, you know, we live right around hnr,".
we both work around here, so we should be here for a lnnq tine.
mERROW:

Did school orepare you for working?

Well, for a girl at school you either tnol.. rusiness or that
was about it, really, because that was the most hiq crrdit-wise thine.
didn't want to go to college or anything.
MERROW:

Are you using those husiness skills ir thin 1^h?

I suopose, yes. I time some, you 1-r."-.
machine and all that stuff, you know, that comnc ir.

IrAJ

mERROW:
Someday you may have kids and maybe th0y will hn nirl Ii
and they will go through school. Will you tell them arYthing difcnrnnt
about working?

Just do what you like, if you don't like it, q-t -nt.
Just don't force yourself to have to go an,q. he unhappy all the tire. "0
had a certain manager where I wouldn't want anybody to wor!- under. Ent
they are gone and now it is a lot different. But even I was thinkinq rf
I didn't want to, but some people you just can't get along wit".
moving on.
would just tell them to do what you are happy with and don't force ycur7
.self to go in just because of the money and everything.

MERROW:. It sounds for you as if work is supplemental, that your
husband's job comes first.
Yes, well, he makes a lot more than I do. Mine just gives
Rut here
us extra money for whateVer, extra little goodies that we want.
lately, you know, it is kind of rough.. But what the heck, it will act
better.
MERROW:

You are an optimist.
You've got to he.

You've got to hn.

Do jobs require education? I was thinking here, you'v0
HARWOOD:
got a desk clerk in a motel 'and you can teach her eYervthino she needs to
She already knows how to rnad and write and
know in an hour and a half.
You can pre-suppose that and that she has a reasonable grasp of how
type.
to deal with people as people. But that lc ahout all it prn-supposnd. It
doesn't require any particular training.
The second thing I wrote down was: What does work mean to most people?
I think that is what work means to most people in modern America. There
are 82 million workers and probably 8n million of them do things that are
just jobs, you know, you go in, they tell you what to do, it doesn't make
if
any sense, it doesn't have anything to do with your lifn, you do it.
you don't like it,..you can lnave and get another job that doesn't havn
anything to do with anything.
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But she seemed reasonably satisfied, wnuldn't ynu say?

MERROW:

HARwOon; Well, sure, that is all oeople expect out nf johs. Peorle
don't expect a job that changes the world or does something which fulfills
They expect a job which pays x amnunt of money and has
them internally.
a lot of security, she mentioned that. SPcurity is a hig word in that kind
of thing.

She said, "I'd rather stay here than look for somethira e]se.
MERROW:
It's steady."
Yes, 1:steady," it pays the bills, gives us es;tri qnndics.

HARWOOD:

We shouldn't let that woman in the motel, lot her go by
MERROW:
without talking about her as a woman.
Yes.

HARWOOD:

MERROW: And what the schools and perhaps the rest'of soci.ety have
taught her to expect from work. She said, "Well, I was planning on heing
I didn't have much choice in school. Por a girl there is no
married.
choice; you take husiness courses."

Well, she said she took business cour=os because she didn't
HARWOOD:
There is several kinds of sorts that happen in
want to go to college.
We
do
what
we
call tracking and in some Places they do it overtl',
college.
and in some places they do it covertly. But basically you have the dumb
classand the kids who are going to college. That is the first sert. You
are either a college-prep or you're a dummy. If you're a dummy, that means
that you take courses that teach you how to do a joh. If you're a oman
that means you take courses to be a cosmetician, vnu take mome Ec., you
I dnn't know. You've got
take business courses, you learn to be a nurse.
And
thev
sot the curriculum up
x amount of choices in any public school.
*o shape people into this thing. The discrimination beyond that is rt,enomenal.
I think the next piece we are nning to listen to, Rill,
MERROW:
touches on and shows the beginning awareness of that man-woman kind of
These are two people who are working at a -- this is nnt an adverthing.
tisement -- these are two people who are working at a lncal Mcnnnalds restaurant.

How long have you been a manager of McDonalds?
Not quite two years now.
MERROW: What's particularly challenging about working in the restaurant
business, the fast food business?

Mostly, it is almost
.To nr it's the people that work for us.
There is something different that happens
90 percent high school kids.
everyday. There's problems every five minutes you have to help them out
Ynu get a whole difIt's 'lust amazing.
with or they help you out with.
ferent insight on high school people here 'than the neople that you sPe on
the street.
How is it different?

MERROW:

Usually the people that want to work and that have to work
and they enjoy working, it is a whole new breed of neoole; those aren't
the people you see roaming the campus. The neople thAt want c work are
really good solid basic people that are going to gn on tn college nr they
.

are going to take over their Dad's business or they are going on in the
restaurant business and they really enjoy working.
And I enjoy working
with them.
MERROW:

So you're getting a different nerspective on young neoole?

Oh, yes. My opinion of young neonle has done a 180 degree
turn around in the last two years.

We all do the same job and we have fun at it. We all dr)
the same things. we greet our customers. We fill their orders and 'rabe
their money and have a nice day. Most of the gUys I know now work.
I
wouldn't know of any that didn't. I mean, you know, I think now that working is just part of a teenager's life. It's something that they do just
naturally, like something, you know, they were grown up to do. Woirking
is a part of their teenage life,
MERROW:

That is true for you also?
Yes, it is.

MERROW: Is this your first job?
No, it isn't.

It is my third job.

MERROW:
That noise in the background was the French fries. When you
go back to school, do you talk at all in any academic situations about
working?

Yes, in business classes, like TyPing, Record Keeping, neneral Business, things like this.
MERROW:
There is a young woman in the motel down the street who
looks back bitterly, I would say bitterly, on her high school experiences
I don't know if it was a local high school -- and the corner she was pushed
into just taking business courses and-the dead-end job she has gotten into.
Do you have any fear that that might happen to you?

Well, not really, hecause I don't take business courses
anymore.
I had enough of that from just my ninth and tenth grade years.
Really, that is about the only thing you can take unless you're in some
type of after-school club or something that gets into things deeper.
But
it is not, an academic club is nothing for school credit. And Business is
about the only thing you can go into instead of Arts or Music or something
like that.
MERROW:
What do you think will happen to you after high school?
What do vou think you'll do?
A

I am planning on going to college.
going to happen to me.
MERROW:

Why?

I hope that's what's

What do you think you'll do after college?

Well, I want to go into the nursing field. Abnut the only
thing I can take right now in high school is Psycholngv, Sociology, Chemistry, Science and things like that that will prep me for college.
But it
won't prep me for a job right after school.
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MERROW:
So you are waitressing your way, you are whiling away your
time serving one of the 17 billion McDonalds.

Yeah, but it's fun.
MERROW:

That is important.

I enjoy the work.

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
MERROW:

A waitress at McDonalds.

The difference that strikes me about those two women is
HARWOOD:
their activity level. One of them sits in a motel and x number of people
But I mean out of an eight-hour shift she probably works 45
come in.
And I would guess that when she goes home she watches
minutes or an hour.
TV and she has a lot of time to sort of sit around and think about things.
The other one gets up at 7:00 in the morning, goes to high school, does
her courses, gets out of school, goes to work at mcDonalds, gets out of
McDonalds, does her homework and goes to sleep. And it is fairly obvious
that being active is stimulating and that being active also keeps you from
realizing the shape of the position you've gotten yourself into in the
world.
According to the manager and according to the waitress, the
MERROW:
The girl said, "workkids who were working there were college-bound kids.
ing is part of a teenager's life." But*McDonalds was having people who
in fact were passing the time. That girl, houefully anyway, wasn't learning
What
skills that she's going to use later on; she was making some money.
I wonder what kind of jobs they
about the kids who aren't college-bound?
had while they were in school.
First of all, I don't want to skip over the point of collegeHARWOOD:
bound and assume it means anything in particular. There is a nice book
called, "The Great Training Robbery." It documents ver concisely. the fact
that education doesn't necessarily mean that you'll make more money, that
you'll have a better job, that you'll do more Productive work or anything
else. After the Lyndon Johnson era, the HEW, social services development,
it has been possible for all American boys to go to college and all American
girls, too. This has been done through a tremendous amount of financial
aid.

The point of all this story is that all of those people who went to college
don't necessarily, number one, find their education any more relevant to
their lives than the people who have been to high school; and number two,
But, okay, you're
do any better at making money than the people who don't.
right, we sort out the kids, those who are going to college and the dummiev.
And what happens to the dummies? Well, lots of things happen to the
dummies. They get jobs in construction crews, factories.
MERROW: The point ought to be made though, I mean you're making the
point, that schools have a structure where they are set up to do best for
Schooling
the kids who are theoretically going on to more schooling.
prepares you for more schooling. And you drop out along the wav. You are
sorted out in a negative kind of way. There isn't a point in school where
someone can choose or a choice is made that you are going to go in a
vocational direction and that's good or you're gcing to go in a college
If you're good you
direction and that's good. It is not done that way.
get to go on to more and more school.
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HARWOOD:

sight.

MERROW:
T think in the first program in this series, talking ahout the
phenomenon of underemployment, the extent to which people are coming nut
of college and discovering that in fact there aren't the kind of iobs
waiting for them that they'd.been led to believe would he there, an,1 there
is a real kind of backlash of awareness and even resentment.
HARWOOD:
And there is also tc-: of millions of people who have hja
college loans to pay off and realize that they wasted four, six, or se,,en
years of their lives doing thinas which never made any sense to them on
the presupposition that they would get these good jobs which now annarently do not exist. we have a million and a half people with teachina
degrees who can't find jobs and are looking for jobs, according to one
study.

MERROW: Maybe schools would do better if they simply, if they could
prepare all of us to read, write and work with numbers and not stress certain kinds of job training or not worry so much about sorting all of us.
The further I get into this, Bill, the murkier I get.
HARWOOD: Well, I think that what the schools should concentnite on
doing is giving people a sense of their own history, skills in reading,
writing, arithmetic, et cetera, and their own history should include
how they fit into the human race. It should give them things that we
don't consider adequate, of adequate importance to penple's lives, which
will be cultural and artistic, it should give people a sense of music,
a sense of art, a sense of themselves as something else besides a nerson
who performs a function; you know, a machine.
It shnuld also give people
the kind of hard skills that prepare them for snecialized johs.

MERROW:

Like what?

HARWOOD:
Rut in a general context. Sav you want someone to he a
chemist, you have to teach them chemistry. You don't have to teach them
how to write a PhD. about chemistry; you have to teach them how to work
with chemistry. But if 1 was.Dow Chemical and I wanted to hire someone
who was a chemist, it doesn't make any difference to me whether he has a
PhD. in Chemistry.. I can take him down to the lab and find out in ten
minutes whether he knows anything about chemistry, I mean, mix me up some
asprin. There is no.nroblem whatsoever in testing whether a person knows
And
something if you really have a job for him to do that requires that.
at the same time you can probably teach them to particularize things that
they need to do to work in your thing, just as you go along What they call
on-the-job trainil,g or in a short training course Or periodic short trainini
.courses.

So what I think the schools should probably do is get out of the work bag
completely and concentrate on what we used to call general liberal edugrasp of what this world is like and
cation, that is giving the person
how they fit into it. And you might have a course in vocational prenaration. But I think that primarily that job should be put hack on industry and back on the world and we should concentrate on developing a
whale person in our schools and not training workers.
That whole person, of course, has to know that he or shn is
MERROW:
going to work and what to expect from work, what kind of demands.
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In th,7; course of a conversation about what goes on in the
HARWOOD:
world and what you need to be able to do and think about in a liberal
education,that comes up.
It comes UT) in this next piece, too. We have a father and
MERROW:
a son who are both talking about jobs and particularly the son, worrying
about his own future.

How long have you been manager of this gas station?
Four years.
MEFROW:

What did you do before that?

It's good work but I just wanted to get out
Excavatincl..
of it because, just like anything else, I just wanted to get into something like this here.
MERROW:

Why:

Oh, I like to be around the public, deal with the public,
really, mainly. That is the main reason. You know, you just got to know
I mean it is just something that is born
how tc take people, I guess.
It is just to
I don't know how to explain it really.
in you, I guess.
understand people.
Did you have to go to school to qualify to be a manager of
MERROw:
a gas station?
Yes.

MERROW:

It takes about a month of schooling.

What did they teach you?

What did they tel.] you?

Bookkeeping the first two weeks and the second two weeks
little bit of TBA and salesman.
MERROW:

.

You'd better tell us what TBA is.
TBA is tires, batteries, and accessories.

MERROW:

How about kids?

Do you have %ids of your owr.

Yes.

MERROW:

Do you ever talk about work to them?

Not really, not to really get down and talk to them about

it, no.
Do you suppose kids growing up today have any better idea
MEFROW:
about what work means than you did when you were a kid?
Kids today, I don't think, really know what it is to, you
It is a lot harder
know, what it is now to work and what it was back then.
now because there is not as many jobs.
MERROW: Do you think kids ought to be prepared better in someway
for changing jobs, for the fact that life is complicated?

9

"Yeah, I think a person ought to know, you know, at least,
I would say, at least three or four different skills, really. It is like
me, if something would happen here I can always go back to excavating
or I can go back into contracting work. That is what my Dad was in for

35 years.
MERROW:

Are they acquiring skills in school?

How about your kids?

I've rfot one right there, a stepson right there. He's
trying to learn this here. Like I say, they ought to know at least three
or fou- different things, You know, in order to get by in this world today.
Because it's rough. I think we all know that.
MERROW:

Do you think the schools are doing that?

No, not really.
I don't think they are. They are just
prepariag them, just, you know, if you can gc out and get a job, get it,
But I don't think they are really what you call preparing thp
you kncw.
kids for it, no,
MERROW: And this is the stepson you just referred to.
a trainee here.

I gue,

you'r-

Yes, I am just learning, trying to learn a little bit
about cars and stuff.
MERROW:

And you're in scIlool still?

Yeah, I am a seniOr
MERROW:

Hayes.

What do you think you'll do when you finish high school?

I'll probably stay here and learn as much as I can.
know after that. I might go to technical school or somethingMERROW:

I don't

How about your buddies in school?

As far as what kind of jobs they are looking for, a lot of
I know
them are working at gas stations, at least most of my friends are.
a lot have to do with cars. Really, that is about the thing to get into.
MERRON: You are 17 now?
doing when you're 50?

Do you have any sense of what you will be

Well, hopefully, I would like to get into recording.
MERROW:

What kind of recording?
Oh, just producing, maybe, or something like that.

MERROW:

What makes you want to do that?

That doesn't have anyI like music a lot, a whole lot.
thing to do with gas stations or anything, but that's just like a hope or
something.
MERROW:

Well, do you, have any training alona those lines?

I'm in a band but, vou know, it ia not anyNot too much.
Well, it is producing sort of, but not recording or
thing wit?. producing.
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anything like that.
MERROW:

So that is a lot of learning on your own?
Yeah.

MERROW: A lot of the adults I've talked to indicated that basically
they've sort of backed into careers. They haven't walked into things
with their eyes open and firmly set on thair goal, but they've ended up
doing something and have backed out of that into something else.
And there
is a whole series of accidents.
Are you prepared for that kind of life?

it?

Well, I'm not really prepared for it, but how can I stop
That is going to happen to just about everybody probably sooner or

later.

MERROW: maybe it doesn't have to happen. Maybe there could be a way
in high school that ktds could be Prepared for finding out who they are,
finding out what their real values are, and making some kind of career
choices on that'basis.

Yeah, that's possible hut I don't know, esoecially kids
nowadays, they don't really plan, you know, they don't plan.
Really.
They just go to school and whatever becomes of it becomoc of it.
They
don't really know.
I know I am just hoping that it will turn out for the
best.
I am starting to worry now because I'm at that age, you know, where
you want to get something that's going to pay good, that is going to give
you good skills. But you never know. I'm hoping.
I'm hoping fnr this.
Mechanics get paid really good money.
MERROW:

Do you enjoy this?
Yes, I do.

MERROW:

What do you like about it?
Oh, just about e..-sirything.

,

Me only thing 7. don't like is

cleaning up.
MERROW:

You only have to do that once a day.
Yes, just at closing.

HARWOOD:
Well, that was a much more interesting tape.
There you have
a fellow who has quite an active mind. For some reason he's fairly well
aware of his situation and his future possibilities which are dim and chancy.
He has a real developed personal interest in music which he is aware
that the educational. system in the society have no interest whatsoever in
helping him develop.

On the one hand, he was quite clear that in his owm situation where he
did have an aim and he was a future-oriented person and he was fairly
aware of what was going on and definitely a practical kind of person,
there was no way for him to affect the process.
He had a feeling of
helplessness.
It was clear that him as a kid wasn't going to do anything
about this big system. You know, it just was going to happen to everybody.
That's one of the things he said. But when you suggested that the
school might be relevant to his interests and might change to meet the

11
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interesting patterns of kt.ds, he said, "Well, I think kids just don't
elan today." That is one thing we have been trained to do. .He didn't
say, well, the principal doesn't or the school board doesn't or the teachers
don't, or the State U. doesn't. He said, ."the kids." That was a very
subtle little shift there. What I'm saying is that we have to assess
what the schools or any institution can or can't do for us and what
is the responsihility of the family and what's the responsibility of the
state, and we have to clarify those things.
MERROW: That father we just heard said he felt the schools should
be, that kids should learn three or four trades so that they'll he pre-.
pared bttcause it is a rough world.
Well, it strikes,me on its face that
it is not possible for a school to teach me or you or anybody else three
or four trades by the end of high school.
HARWOOD:
I don't believe that. I think it %ouid be possible to teach
kids quite a number of vocations by the end of high school.

MERROW:

Within school?

HARWOOD: Well, not within the school building in a classroom.
I don't
think you can learn how to do anything in particular in a school classroom.
But, by the time I finished school now--I wasborn on a farm. I was a
pretty good farmer by the time I was 12 years old.
I also, incidentally,
picked up pretty good skills at mechanics.
I knew how to weld. I knew
how to operate almost any machine.

MERROW:

You are not telling me you learned.those in school, though.

HARWOOD: No, I learned them out of school. But what I'm saying is
tnat if you address the school program to the idea of learning how to
do useful trades, it wouldn't he any trouble at all to take the existing
resources and the existing teachers and address them to that thing and
teach kids a half a dozen trades hy the time they finished high school
and they could have some work experience on each one.
It is amazing what
you can learn on a lob as a carpenter's app ,-ntice in six months, especially if.you're backed up by the sh6p teacher at school who's teacAng
kids to operate machinery, who's teaching them the theoretical basis,
who's teaching.them about materials, who's teaching them the theoretical basis,
drawing. It is absolutely amazing what you can teach any kid in a six month
or a year period. You could take, say, one vocation'a year. If that was
the aim of the schools, I think they could do that.

What I'm saying is that we have to have a focus about what the school can
do and if that focus suited that particular community or that particular
father or that particular kid, I think the school could fulfill that
function fine.
If you pick up a book that is someTake the question of reading a book.
I remember one time
thing that you are interested in, you read it, right?
sitting in a Baker's Dozen Restaurant in a college town and a guy was
reading this book and it was like 2:00 in the morning, you know. He was
reading this book. He said, "You know, Bill, I have been reading this
book for a day and a half. Every chance I get I open this hook and read
If the teacher told me to read it, I'd throw it in a trash can."
it.
When something grows organically out of your interest and you feel like you
really want to do it, it's easy. When somebody assiyns you to do it, it
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is work.

But aren't you doing the
mrRROW: okay, I won't argue with that.
same kind of thing that you are accusing colleaes of doig, ard I accuse colleges of doing, that is creating false expectations in neople?
If yougo around saying, somehow implying that the hest kind of job is
the thing you love to do, that is not going to be posSible. If there
are 82 million workers in this country, for 70 million of thPm they are
not going to have jobs that are interesting and challenging and exciting.

I think you can pretty well establish that people want something from
their jobs beside that. They want a steady job. They want some kind of
job security. They want to be paid a living wage. They want some sense
that it is important work, that they are not jupt moving a pile of bricks
from one side of the room to the other side of the room. They also perBut
haps want a pension when they are finished. They want health care.
I don't think it's fair to somehow condition a whole lot of young people
that they don't have a good job unless that job turns them on.
I think that
HARWOOD: Well, see, I think that is bloody nonsense.
the kind of things that people want to do are coupled with what nPolq to
be done in this society. And the kind of concerns you brought un about
jobs are concerns that all people have. You need a certain amount of moneY
to exist in this society. You need a reasonably sane working situatirm.
You need to know that when you're old the society won't discard You. That
is a major concern, but that has nothing to do with what you ctually do.
If people put in an honest day's work doing something that's useful they
should be paid the same as everybody else.

That shouldn't be a primary concern. What should be a primary concern
is, well, in this case the fellow was interested in music and he wanted
We have lots of people doing production work.
to do nroduction work.
I would guess that he would be
And that's something that he could do.
more happy as an individual and have more sense of his own ability to
MERROW: That is not the question. The question is are you going
to make him unhappy by this kind of argument, if in fact he ends up as a
mechanic?
HARWOOD: Well, the way the society sorts peeple and pegs people is
a problem. What I am talking about is a way you could improve that probThere are people who like mechanics. I mean that is just a fact of
lem.
I would guess
life. There are people who like to do a lot of things.
that if you had a more natural sorting process and a more natural educational process, that the work would get done.

I mean, you just have to look at things like, look at existing communes,
that is groups of sophisticated white, middle class people who have gone
out into the country or into the city somewhere and decided to live selfIf you look at that experience, you'll find that if they
sufficient lives.
do a consentual decision-making process about labor and they let people
choose jobs that they like to do out of what's available, 80 or g0 percent
It isn't that the massive
of the jobs are taken care of automatically.
amount of the work doesn't need to be done. If we'Ye got a massive amount
of work that nobody wants to do, I would guess that the work, number
one, doesn't really need to be done, and number two, if it were kind of
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worked around in a different way, might become something that people would
want to do.
But I would guess that's the problem, not that we.)-lave to somehow shove
people into the existing roles and make them like it and if we raise their
expectations that they should he able to do something thPt makes sense
to them, that we are somehow making a failure out nf their livns.
I
would guess that that ought to be a real strong aim among people, to find
something that they think is valuable and enjoy doing, to do as a joh.
MERROW:
nurtured.

And it's in the schools that those expectations ought to be.

HARWOOD: This business of sorting the school out from everything
else that goes on in the world, I would guess that television is a more
And
powerful educational influence than the school, just for instance.
I would guess that, I don't know, 75 or 80 percent of the education of
the average person takes place outside the school.

Sure, the school does this and the school dov that and so donn the rest
of society and so does television, so does the Church, so does a lot of
things. But you can't really sort it out and sav the school does it.
You know,
The school only reflects societal values, the way I SPP it.
basically, it is like Richard Nixon, you get the kind of President that
That's
you want and when you get tired of him, you get rid of him.
just the fact of life.
MERROW:
I wonder if you're implying that somehow it's time that
we either got rid of schools or really redesign them radically.

Schools grew up.
HARWOOD: Well, see, that is what I am saying.
They started in ancient Greece about 2,500 years ago and then thny were
sort of imported here from Europe. And.they served a certain function
in a certain context and they have outlived their usefulness. There's
still a role for the schools and there are still things that institutional
structures can do for us to aid us'in raising our children.

Another thing, you see, is that we think about schools as.Pertaining
I think that we need to set up educational struconly to young people.
tures which are available to everyone in a community through their whole
lives and address their major work, recreational, and intellectual
needs, you know, and that are non-age specific. Eighty-year old people
sometimes want to learn how to .keep books or work on their cars just the
same as 12-year old kids do. We bag it all into these little structures
and if you're not 12 years old, haven't passed the fifth grade, don't
live in the district, et cetera, you can't get in.
You know, that is it. People don't seem to fit into the structures that
we've made. And the structures that we've made don't seem to produce the
kind of educational products that we want, that is the people aren't
Their educations don't parparticularly happy with their educations.
It just
ticularly suit them to do the work that we seem to need done.
I think we need to rethink the whole set of assumptions.
doesn't work.

And you can't ask the structures to rethink and you can't
MERROW:
ask the structures to ask the question of whethel: they should exist.
HARWOOD:

No.

The structures like things just ah,,ut likn thny are.
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T moan the noople who are working within the schnnls Aro nrottv much
trying to keep them going the way they are going. TheY understand that
rystem. They understand the pay scales and the unions.and the buildings.
I don't
Thev are pretty well locked into their set of operating pnlicies.
think chance is going to come from either inside the sohnnls or inside the
They have too much invested in tho nresent 7ystem.
colleges of education.
William Harwood of the New-Schools Exchange. This clearingBLAIR:
house for ideas in alternative education is run by Hn.rwond, his wife
r;race, and a number of other neople from their farm in Pettigrew, Arkansas.
Their farm, like the Few Schools Exchange, is a communal operation.

And I suppose that his observations about rharing work reMERROW:
rhould point
nut
sponsibilities grow out of his own exnerience there.
out that most research about intentional communities indicatos that these
grouns usually break up and disappear within a few yearr. 'Fn, attractive
as that argument for work sharing may sound, I'm afraid that it wouldn't
wash with corporate or government efficiency experts.
fill raises another interesting point about the tracking nr grounirg
nf dumb kids and smart kids. The research indicates that sorting is not
onlv on the basis of high or low achievement. In fact, ln norcent of
the scholastically unsuccessful but well-to-do high school kid,z go on tn
college. While only 10 percent ot the scholastically and nrrnnmically
poor students enter college.
That young mcDonalds waitress said that working is nart of a
BLAIR:
teenager's life and that seems to be born out by the numbnrs of kids
holding down part-time jobs and going to school. Whether part-timn
work has any affect, beneficial or otherwise, on performanco in scnnol is
something we know very little about. But part-time work unqucrtionably
does influence subsequent career choices, either because peTrin get accustomed
to doing what they are already doing or they learn that that nartigular
job is not for them.
This question of how people make career choices is just one of the concerns addressed in a new book by former Secretary of Labor, Willard
In "The Boundless Resource," Wirtz suggests that young workers
Wirtz.
who enter the job market each year might have more success if they had
better information about possible options and if their career cnunselling
were more realistic and more personal. NPR reporter Barbara Nowman asks
Wirtz what prompted him to turn his attention to the problems nf education and work.
I suppose a couple of things, most narticularly tho realWIRTZ:
ization, and I suspect as much as a parent as anything else the reali-

zation that I think we are only about a year and a half away now from
We are training
another.showdown, if you will, between the generations.
They
are
working
their
heads
off
on
more
sharnlv and
all these kids.
sharply defined objectives and what we know and havnn't told thom vet is
that a lot of those opportunities simply aren't going to be thnre. WA
have got to start doing something about that.

Well, there are different problems of attrition,and expecNEWMAN:
rxnpct tn gn into trades
tations. One is of people who are in hich sohnol
And others in college who expect to go into professions. The job market
for both is shrinking.
WIRTZ:

Yes.

When we started the book unemployment

is only about

.14

4e had to change
It has almost doubled since that timn.
five percent.
neArs in the middle of what we were doing, rcllizinq thqt it's just an
so there
awful mistake to hold out prosnects which aren't there.
inhs for the kids,
is the question, not just whether there are goinn tn
hut whether there are going to he jnhs for ennunh nr.---.nle in this country.

don't think there will he unless we channe hoth nur approach to the
relationship of education and work and probably nur whole idea of growth.
I guess I don't think that this countor is ever gninn tn be fully elmnloved again as long as we hold with the old gross natinn71 prnduct as the
measure nf what we are up to. We are going to have tn fir1 a new meaning
nf grcwth and the point of the title of the bonl.. "The Prandless Resource"
is that although we may be running out of natural resources in this country and ir the world, there is one iafirite resourLle. tt is the human
resource. And if we can more fully devcloo and usc the talents that
are inside people, if we can start thinking cnore lbeut the nual..ty of
lifa than about these things that "grossest" natif,n-1 nrnduct meanures, then
I think we find the Prospect for limitless.grnwt- and for real full employment.
NEWmAN:

How do we do that?

It would have been so much easier
It's not going to he easy.
WIRTZ:
to write this book if there were a single law to bn pronneed or something
I Pdon't think
that the nation could do through the federal go"-rnment.
there.is. We have come to the conclusion that ,-h^ nnl,! honest answer as
thn lncal comfAr as these questions are concerned is to start ha-k
munity, if you will, to start dealing with these lerol,lms ne a smaller
scale in terms that we in our own communities can handle, tn find out
what people there can do, what needs to he done in these nnmmunities, and
then to start working from those smaller accomplishment '!'1WArr1 some
hroader policy.

=MAN: What are we going to educate penmlA shrinking base of jobs, both professional ard
that is my question -- and how are we going to who shall we educate? Who shall we select?

-nu '7now, given
nollar, I guess

then for them and

Those are fair questions, and the answers are hard answers.
WIRTZ:
So let's just start with two or three specifics. Let's start first with
the fact thatowe are wasting right now billions And hillions of dollars
Let's talk
in this country by not tying education and work in together.
ahnut some of the specific elements in that.
Let's talk about the cost to which we are going rig!.t now to train people
for things that aren't going to be there. Let's innt t-1,e that cost,
that present cost, and start using part of it to ileetif./ what in every
the economists
community can be done and needs to be done. It is
call structural unemployment. But to a considerable c,tent these things
nAn he done on a transfer of present cost bsis.
Evnr-;time WA '19ke a mistake
nut let me take a more drastic illustration.
as far as one of these kids is concerned with the result that either
he or she goes out unprepared for something or other, we have tried to
Tt is nrohably in
figure the costs to the community of that one mistake.
the nsighborhood of S150,n00 ner mistake. I ,ner. in "7 ir-titutional
nnsts that result from that. I mean in dope, in ,1rii7n rri ir that kind
nencifics.
we have got to start looking at some nf
nf thing.
,
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NEWMAN: Well, you are proposing that we structure, we plan ahead as
to what jobs will exist' and where the opportunities will be and then
prepare people for those jobs. How are you going to pick who gets into
what?

It is lust against our nature to
I don't think we can pick.
WIRTZ:
line up a hunch of priorities of that-kind. What we can do is just
make it perfectly clear to all of them what the prospects are and then let
It would he possible in every community in
them make those decisions.
this country to say pretty clearly what the prnspects are in various
I would
occupations in this community over the next five year period.
not pick and choose. I would simply provide that information and then
let those individuals shape their training and eeucational careers around
those prospects. They've got Pretty gond sense if they lust know the
facts.

What about the Surfeit nf peonle e-ing +.n college? StatisNETATMAN:
tics sav now there are ten million people in re-ale-re lnd university and
hy 1q90 only 20 percent of the jnhs will require renege training. What
do we do about that?
choice on that. First,
Well, we have got to make a pretty
wIRT7:
I think we've got to ask ourselves how many of there kids gre going to
cnllege just because we as parents are so insistent that they get something that some of us didn't have. There are a lot of thee who would
much rather not follow that course and who are being fnrced into it simply as a kind of reflection of a status aspiratinn on the part of parents.
So I would stop that kind of thing. I would recngnize, too, that it Very
Well may be that that college education is going tn he important for
other than the performance of specific jobs.

I suppose there isn't any question but that e 4re perhaps, in our
emphasis on vocational education, emphasizing the iob training element
It is a nice prospect that a pergnn eight he what we have
ton much.
called a blue collar worker and still enjoy all #"3"0 7,deantages that come
from a general education. Rut I think we'vegot tn sten this almost blind
insistence that everybody ought to go on to college.
I was going to ask vou that in terms nf you say that we
NET-minN:
have to train people fnr meaningful inhF, jobs that do exist, and tailor
education much more to the work place. Put what is the function of education in terms of instilling some values in people?
Well, it goes a good deal beyond. The functinn of education
WIRTZ:
is obviously a good deal more than training them just for work-. We-have
started talking ahout two worlds of educatinn and wnrk. Well, there is
really only one world. It ought to be called life. And we ought to
start fitting these things together. We have got to start directing
more of nur education at the improvement of leisure and these other things.

So it would be the worse mistake to think that the only purpose of education is to prepare for work. I think of education as a value in itself,
of learning as a value in itself. We've got to think in those terms.
That is the important distinction between thisphrase "career educatiOn"
and "vocational education". I've great trouble with the concept of
vocational education as such. There seems to.be a much larger attraction
in a fuller recognition that part nf the purpose of education is training
for a whole career, which includes work as an impnrtant part of it, but
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also includes the improvement of leisure':

Boy, with these proposals yoU, are going to have to get rid
NEWMAN:
of most of the teachers. You are going to have to educate people to teach
in a whole different way.

Well, those are two different things. No, I don't think it
involves getting rid of teachers. To the contrary, as we envisage the
larger role of education, particularly in connection with the adult exBut on the secperience, it ought to mean a good deal more education.
ond part of your point as to whether it will mean a different kind of
teaching, by all means, yes.
WIRTZ:

Drawing on some 25 years of teaching myself, I expect that I feel that
there is going to have to be a very real change in teachers' orientation
toward the purPose of education. We just don't realize how much we got
into the habit of making so much of education just training for more
education, for college and then for graduate school. Yes, I think it
does mean a very marked change in a recognition of the function of teaching.
I've seen the bureaucraces now of government, of corporation and of
I'm under no illusions about the inertial forces in the
teaching.
educational system. It does seem to me that, particularly at the high
school level, there is an inertial Professional force there that is tied
in with the credentialing, which would be the worse mistake to take into
But I believe both the prospects of larger accomplishment and
account.
the pressures of present circumstance are going to rhake the teachers'
of this country quite willing to think along lines which tie education
and work more closely together.
If you were a teacher now, addressing a class, could
NEWMAN:
you assume that role and talk to the students and say, in terms of what
they should expect from life, in terms of the integration of education and
employment, and also what they should expect on the job market and in terms
of leisure?
I guess I would suggest to them first that it is necessary
WIRTZ:
But I
to think in terms of the immediate necessity of earning a living.
I
would
urge
them
first
to
buckle
down
would move pretty fast past that.
to the preparation O. themselves for particular occupations,-but then I'd
move pretty quickly to aoing on beyond that.
I'd tell them they'd better learn how to read and they'd better learn how
to write, and they'd better learn how to add and subtract and multiply.
I would tell them that we are worried about the fact that these college
latitude scores are going ondown all the time. They are not buckling down to
I guess I would try to say two things to them. One is: for gosh
it.
sake get ready for this pretty tough prospect that faces us. Realize
that we don't know where about ten million jobs that we are going to
Take all of that into account, but for the
need are coming from.
love of Pete, make something of your life beyond just what the job is
going.to be.
I hate to put myself in this position.
NEWmAN:
all quixotic about this?

But do you feel at

Quixotic, no; idealistic, yes. I guess I think it is high
time that we start moving in this country toward a politics of idealism
WIRTZ:
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of one sort or another that does set out the broader purpose we have in
But if your question implies, as it does, and very properly, that
mind.
it is going to he a very tough piece of business, with the country down
in the mouth and with the economy in bad shape, to improve any single
nart of the whole process, that is right. If your question implies, as
it should, that it's going to be very hard to do this at a local community
It is so much easier to do things or to talk
level, that is right.
Ahout things on,a national level.
NEWMAN: You know, I just keep thinking about my experiences with
very bright people who were blue collar workers, who got married very young
and went on assembly lines because that's where they made the most money,
They were
S15,000.
They were 19 years Old and they had kids already.
frustrated, you know, that feeling of almost going out of your skin, but
they had obligations and they lust couldn't do it.

You, in your book, talk about the unemployment statistics between people
in the 16 to 21,-vear old categories as 20 percent and for Black neople
These are people who aren't havina jobs, who havP very
it's 40 percent.
The lob market is shrinking at least right
little to lnok forward to_
now.
How are they going to think in terms of sniritual renovation and
Planning for a quality life in education?
WIRTZ: Well, you go very directly to the heart of this whnle prob'lem and so insistently that it is very hard to put down the suggestion
Now that is
of asking what you would do about it in the alternative.
not a fair answer, except as it reflects this fact, that unless we are
ready to give up, unless we are willing to admit that there are limits to
growth, that there are always going to he this many unemployed people
I almost t :ye to bite
around, we've got to try to find some hard answers.
That easy answer would
my tongue to keep from offering the easy answer.
be for the government to create another million jobs a year, the government as the employer of last resort.

In my honk, to talk along those lines, is to talk ab6ut taking a shortIt's simply absurd that both the.administration
cut ac. ss quicksand.
and the opposition in the federal government today are talking solely
I don't know whether it's going to be possible to find
in those terms.
another form of growth in this country that is based on the development
I know that
I don't know.
of the natural resources in the fuller use.
if there isn't that answer then we have had it. I refuse to separate those
possibilities. So I find in the prospect of people in local communities
taking the problems as they are presented there and dealing with their own
children and their own families, we will find answPrs that aren't availBut if the question is whether there is any
able in any other terms.
certitude about this answer, there is not.
NEWMAN: Now suppose we do have certain, let's call it underclass
or unemployed population and increasing technology means that people with
certain limited skills, technocrats, will he given more power and the job
market will be shrinking as technology proceeds, you said before if we don't
do something about these people in improving their lot, we have had it.
Why have we had it? Why won't we just have people who are just not as
lucky as other people?
WIRTZ:

If I understand what you are saying, you are saying why don't
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we lust settle for about ten million unemployed people a year?
NEWMAN:

Yes.

WIRTZ:
No, I don't think we can do that. Perhaps we will be forced
I don't believe it. I think it is just contrary to everything that's
The fact that I can't find a patented answer in easy form for
in.us.
to.

I
it doesn't dissuade me from the course of trying to look for one.
believe that unless we grow we die, either as individuals or 'as a society.
So, I can't settle for ten million people out of work or twenty million.

NEWMAN:
WIRTZ:

NEWMAN:

Philosophically, right, morally?
No, no, practically.
Why practically?

WIRTZ: Look, all it would take would be a war and then all the
Questions you have asked would he automatically answered. we would
find the money for war. There would he full employment. All those
things would work as they always have before. I just believe that we've
aot the genius in us to recognize the crisis and the demands on us in some
form other than that. I simply think that if we set out to do affirmatively
the things we need to do in this country, we would find the same answers that we do whenever a war pressures us to th
NEWMAN:
Well, what we really have to do to enact your scenario in
terms of matching people with employment is to have some kind of very
good statistical compilation andprojection of where the jobs are going(
to be.

Because
WIRTZ: That won't be enough, but I'd sure start from there.
there are lots of situations and lots of communities in this country, esPeciallv if you include services of kinds other than those which we have
And so the
previously recognized, that are very much in need of doing.
statistical base, the measurements base is an important one.
But I'm
under no illusion that simply getting better figures is going to mean
an increaseof ten million jobs.
NEWMAN:
NO, I'm just trying to say if you're going to fill them
you have to know where they are.

WIRTZ:

That is right.

That is important starting point.

NEWMAN:
The second thing is: vou say that you wouldn't channel
people into jobs specifically. You would tell them, look, we have an X
quota here. But you still might have too many people of free-will voluntarily going into the wrong areas.
WIRTZ:
Yes, you may. There are other economies in other countries
in which they do precisely what is suggested by the question, in which
they-simply direct particular people along specific routes.
It's against
our nature to do that. That carries planning further than we are willing
In making that choice, it is fairly easy for me to say that if
to do it.
we simply provide full information, that is about as far as we can go.
I would not like the idea of the government saying that my son or daughter
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is to he trained to follow a particular course. But I'd like not to lose
It is just absolutely imnerative that
the first part of that question.
we do no 'grading of opportunities according to previous condition of
parents, servitude or disadvantageor something of that kind.
NFWMAN: But that's even, without even writing that out, guidance
counselors kind of psychologically predestine peonle into those track,...

Yes, the Present guidance and counseling thing is terribly
WIRTZ:
Of course, it used to be done by the family. About 20 Years
wrong.
ago the family opted out. Not it's being done by-high school guidance
counselors who had their experience in prenaring and sending kids on to
college. There is just almost no career guidance and counseling at the
high school level today.
You say the function of schools
NEWMAN: But then again you yonder.
should be to educate people for life and to have a closer relationship
'with employment and you look at some studies done by people like Christpher
Jencks and he says that you can't even tell what makes a good school
and then other people like Coleman' say that it's the family that's the
predeterminant of educational success. It is hard to figure out really
what the schools should do.
I do think
I 0.on't think the school can do it alone.
Yes.
WIRTZ:
that the role of the family, which used to be so important, has diminished
But my reaction to that would
in importance and should be restored.
be that to whatever extent Christopher Jencks and Jim Coleman are right,
that there isn't anything that the sdhools alone can do ahout it. That
only increases the necessity of developing at the local community level
some form of structure which permits the Public, if you will, the Parents
and so forth, to get back into the picture. My answer would he, in resnonse to your question, that only Part of this can be done by the schools.
I think we are going to find the necessity of redeveloping the whole idea
of local communities because I do think it's a job which neither the kids
nor the schools can meet alone.

Thank you very much, Willard Wirtz, former Secretary of the
NEWMAN:
United States Department of Labor and author of a new hook, "The Boundless Resource." I'm Barbara Newman.
BLAIR: Wirtz's hook, "The Boundless Resource" calls for the creation
of community education counseling in 25 places around the country, so
that local people can devise work-education programs. Students would
be required to take at least five hours a year of career counseling and
One option
adults would be encouraged to make more use of the schools.
suggested is that students might take a year or two off for work between
the ages of 16 and 20.

Bill HarwOod of the New Schools Exchange, and now Willard
MERROW:
Wirtz, are coming at this complex issue from totally different perspectives, and yet they share some common ideas -- like the importance of community, the powerful inertial force of bureaucracy, and the impossibility
of schools fixing things by themselves. wirtz used the expression,
"career education", a relatively new approach to closing the work-education gap.
Next week we'll talk to several teachers who are trying to make young
I'll
people aware of career opportunities and work responsibilities.
AFT,-CTO
and
Paul
also talk with Walter Davis, education director of the
Barton, executive director of the National ManpoweL Institute. And wo
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ma,, even ventlire a few solutions to our own question:
Can You Get There from Here?"

"Schooling and Jobs --

This four-part series is made possible in part with funds
BLAIR:
provided by the Office of Career Education of the U. S. Office of EduTheir grant also allows us to distribute transcripts of this
cation.
series free, rather than for the usual 25 cents. If you would like a
set, please write us. Cassettes are also available at $4.00 or $12.00
for the set of four cassettes. Our address: Options in Education,
2025 M. Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 20036. That address again:
Options in Education, 2025 M. (as in mother) Street, Northwest, Washington,
D.C., 20036.
.

This program is produced by Midge Hart. The executive Producer of Options
I'm T.7endy Blair.
in Education is John Merrow.
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